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populism. The economic anxiety and distributional struggles exacerbated by globalization generate a base for populism, but do not necessarily determine its political orientation. The relative salience of available cleavages and the narratives provided by populist leaders is what provides direction and content to the grievances. Overlooking this distincPopulism and the economics of globalization
Populism may seem like it has come out of nowhere, but it has been on the rise for a while. I argue that economic history and economic theory both provide ample grounds for anticipating that advanced stages of economic globalization would produce a political backlash. While the backlash may have been predictable, the specific form it took was less so.
Populism and the economics of globalization ¦ SpringerLink
Populism may seem like it has come out of nowhere, but it has been on the rise for a while. I argue that economic history and economic theory both provide ample grounds for anticipating that advanced stages of economic globalization would produce a political backlash. While the backlash may have been predictable, the specific form it took was less so.
Populism and the Economics of Globalization ¦ NBER
In his synthesis of the literature on the economics of populism,

Rodrik (2018) emphasizes the importance of the salience of different societal cleavages on which populists focus. Left-wing populists gain if the globalization shock is mainly external, for instance austerity policies forced by the EU or financial crisis, e.g. 2008 or in Southern America in the 1999s.

The Economics of Populism in the Present ¦ Exploring Economics
Populism is in the ascendancy in today s political environment. Whether its rise is a result of the global financial crisis may be a subject for debate, but one thing is clear: populism thwarts long-term economic progression. Loosely defined as any ideology that separates
The economic impact of populism ¦ Savills Impacts
Dornbusch and Edwards (1991) provided the now-classic definition: populism is

the people

from a

corrupt elite

, populism has existed in various forms over the last century.

an approach to economics that emphasizes growth and income redistribution and deemphasizes the risks of inflation and deficit finance, external constraints, and the reaction of economic agents to aggressive nonmarket policies

.

Populism and Identity Politics - London School of Economics
Populism is a loose label that encompasses a diverse set of movements. The term originates from the late 19th century, when a coalition of farmers, workers, and miners in the US rallied against the Gold Standard and the Northeastern banking and finance establishment.
Economics of the populist backlash ¦ VOX, CEPR Policy Portal
The economic grievance thesis argues that economic factors, such as deindustrialisation, economic liberalisation, and deregulation, are causing the formation of a 'left-behind' precariat with low job security, high inequality, and wage stagnation who then support populism.
Populism - Wikipedia
Populism has also been considered a response to voter demands for greater state intervention in the British economy to challenge the market-based policies of neoliberalism, which have increased economic insecurity since the 1980s. However, we argue these accounts fail to adequately conceptualise what constitutes as populism in the case of Brexit.
Populism and the manufactured crisis of British ...
Using survey data on individual voting and data on politi- cal parties manifestos in European countries, we make two contributions to the literature, namely: (1) Economic insecurity shocks had a signi

cant impact on the demand of pop- ulism as a direct protection demand e

ect and also through the induced changes in trust and attitudes; (2) A key consequence of a negative shock to economic security is a drop in turnout.

Economic Insecurity and the Demand of Populism in Europe
After Trump gains, Latino groups say Dems need economic populism. Trump made election gains among Latinos, but outreach and economic populism could win them back, organisers say.
After Trump gains, Latino groups say Dems need economic ...
Parts of Europe and North America saw the emergence of different types of populism, much of it associated with the deglobalisation that took place in the aftermath of World War I, which saw the return of economic nationalism . This move towards populist movements was later echoed in South America, with populism in Argentina and Mexico planting its roots during the 1930s and 1940s.
The Rise of Populism and the Revenge of the Places That ...
Abstract: Populism may seem like it has come out of nowhere, but it has been on the rise for a while. I argue that economic history and economic theory both provide ample grounds for anticipating that advanced stages of economic globalization would produce a political backlash.
Populism and the Economics of Globalization ¦ Dani Rodrik
I then provide a conceptual framework that identifies four distinct channels through which globalization can stimulate populism, two each on the demand and supply sides of politics, respectively. I evaluate the empirical literature with the help of this framework, discussing trade, financial globalization, and immigration separately.
Why Does Globalization Fuel Populism? Economics, Culture ...
When it comes to free trade, democracy, and national sovereignty, you have to pick two and abandon one, so Dani Rodrik emphasizes. Herein lies the trilemma, ...
The economics of populism by Dani Rodrik - YouTube
Economic nationalism, also called economic patriotism and economic populism, is an ideology that favors state interventionism over other market mechanisms, with policies such as domestic control of the economy, labor, and capital formation, even if this requires the imposition of tariffs and other restrictions on the movement of labor, goods and capital.
Economic nationalism - Wikipedia
Macroeconomic populism is a term coined by Rudi Dornbusch and Sebastian Edwards in a 1990 paper. The term refers to the policies by many Latin American administrations by which government spending and real wages increase in a non-sustainable way leading to inflation, then stagflation and ultimately an economic collapse that drops real wages to lower than they were before the populist period began. The paper cites
as examples Salvador Allende in Chile, and Alan García first term in Peru. In ...
Macroeconomic populism - Wikipedia
The rise of populism is one of the most important political, social and economic phenomena in recent years, both in advanced and emerging economies. Depending on the definition, in the last ten years the European populists
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voting share in general elections increased by about 10 percentage points relative to the previous decade. In some countries, populists got elected and even re-elected.

